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My first (naïve) expectations

- have a document \(d\)
- encrypt it to get \(e\)
- have a search term \(w\)
- have a function \(f: e \times w \rightarrow r\)
  with \(r\) being the position of \(w\) in \(d\)
had the same expectations?

I have to disappoint you…

BUT

still cool field of research!
Motivation

- store sensitive data on 3rd party servers (cloud)

AND

- search & edit (update, delete)
Motivation

- assumptions:
  - you do not trust server ("honest-but-curious")
  - you do not trust the line
What is a search?

- definition of „search“:
  - ask whether a document d contains search term w

- extended to document collections:
  - ask for all documents that contain w
What is a search?

- search is performed using indexes
  - performance!
  - arbitrary encryption for documents!
Focus & Structure

- will try to narrow it down from a general perspective to the very concrete approaches

**WHY**  P R O V E
Naïve approaches

- encrypt all and upload to server
- search query = download all, decrypt locally, search (& edit)
Naïve approaches

- single-user scenario:
  - assign unique id to each document
  - create index locally
    - assign id of each document to each unique word it contains
  - encrypt all documents, upload to server
  - query index locally
  - request server to transfer encrypted documents with matching ids from local index

- ➡ no security needed
general expectations

- reasonably fast:
  - low communication overhead
  - low computation overhead (client & server)
  - low memory overhead (client & server)

- HIGH security
  - privacy
adapted system expectations

- server stores encrypted documents

- query server with encrypted search term $e$, generated from plain term $w$

- server answers with all encrypted documents containing $w$ in their decrypted representation
detailed security expectations

- server cannot infer w from e
- server cannot infer any d from set of queried e
- server cannot infer any d from index
- access & search patterns not discoverable (privacy)
formal security requirements

- index indistinguishability, resist adaptive chosen keyword attacks (IND2-CKA)
Approaches

- (Oblivious RAMs)

- Symmetric Searchable Encryption (SSE)

- Asymmetric (efficient) Searchable Encryption (ASE or ESE)
SSE in general

- collection of 4 PT-algorithms:
  - Keygen: \( s \rightarrow K_{\text{priv}} \),
  - BuildIndex: \( D_{\text{id}} \times K_{\text{priv}} \rightarrow I_{D_{\text{id}}} \),
  - Trapdoor: \( K_{\text{priv}} \times w \rightarrow T_w \),
  - SearchIndex: \( T_w \times I_{D_{\text{id}}} \rightarrow \{0,1\} \)
1st SSE approach by Goh 2003/2004

- Z-IDX
- Uses Bloom filters as indexes
- Pseudo random functions as trapdoors
Bloom filters - Recap

“A Bloom filter, conceived by Burton Howard Bloom in 1970,[1] is a space-efficient probabilistic data structure that is used to test whether an element is a member of a set. False positive retrieval results are possible, but false negatives are not; i.e. a query returns either "inside set (may be wrong)" or "definitely not in set". Elements can be added to the set, but not removed (though this can be addressed with a counting filter). The more elements that are added to the set, the larger the probability of false positives.”

Bloom filters - Recap

\[ \{x, y, z\} \]

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccccccccccc}
0 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
\end{array}
\]

\[ m = 18 \text{ (size of array)}, \]
\[ k = 3 \text{ different hash functions} \]

---


---
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1st approach – index construction

- for each unique word calculate hash using trapdoor function (HMAC-SHA1)

- with each hash calculate „codeword“ using trapdoor, which depends on document the word appears in

- insert codeword into Bloom filter for particular document

- blind the index with

  \[
  \text{max(\#wordsPerDoc) \ast \#hashFunctions}
  \]

  randomly distributed 1’s
1st approach - search

- receive trapdoor for search term
- compute codeword for search term with each document
- test if Bloom filter for document contains codeword
  - yes/no ➔ search completed
1st approach - complexity

- **computational:**
  - index generation per document: $O(\#\text{wordsPerDoc})$
    - all indexes: $O(\#\text{documents} \times \#\text{avgWordsPerDoc})$
  - search: $O(\#\text{documents})$

- **space:**
  - indexes: $O(\#\text{uniqueWords} \times \#\text{documents})$
    - exact sizes depend on parameters for bloom filter:
      \[
      \text{perDocumentIndexSize} = \#\text{uniqueWords} \times c \times (-\log_2 (\#\text{falsePositiveRate})) / \ln(2)
      \]
2nd SSE approach by Ostrovsky et al. 2006

- based on a look-up table (i.e. hashmap or dictionary)
- also PRFs as trapdoors
2nd approach – index construction

Keygen(1^k): Generate random key s \overset{R}{\leftarrow} \{0,1\}^k and output K = s.

BuildIndex(K, \mathcal{D}):

1. Initialization:
   - scan \mathcal{D} and build \Delta', the set of distinct words in \mathcal{D}. For each word w \in \Delta', build \mathcal{D}(w).

2. Build look-up table T:
   a) for each \( w_i \in \Delta' \):
      - for \( 1 \leq j \leq |\mathcal{D}(w_i)| \):
        - value = id(D_{i,j}), where id(D_{i,j}) is the \( j \)th identifier in \( \mathcal{D}(w_i) \);
        - set T[\pi_s(w_i||j)] = value.
   b) let \( m' = \sum_{w_i \in \Delta'} |\mathcal{D}(w_i)| \). If \( m' < m \), then set values for the remaining \( (m - m') \) entries such that for all \( D \in \mathcal{D} \), it holds that value = id(D) for exactly max entries. Also, set the address field of these remaining entries to random values.

3. Output \( \mathcal{I} = T \).

Trapdoor(w): Output \( T_w = (T_{w_1}, \ldots, T_{w_{\max}}) = (\pi_s(w||1), \ldots, \pi_s(w||\max)) \).
2nd approach - search

- fairly simple:

- receive trapdoors for whole word family
- retrieve document ids from look-up table using trapdoors as keys (for whole word family)
2nd approach - complexity

- computation:
  - index generation:
    - $O(#\text{uniqueWords} \times \max(#\text{uniqueWordsPerDoc}))$

- search:
  - $O(#\text{documentsTheSearchTermAppearsIn})$

- space:
  - index:
    - $O(#\text{uniqueWords} \times \max(#\text{uniqueWordsPerDoc}))$

- communication:
  - equals $\max(#\text{uniqueWordsPerDoc})$ (query whole word family)
ASE in general

- collection of 4 PT-algorithms:
  - Keygen: $s \rightarrow K_{\text{priv}}, K_{\text{pub}},$
  - Send: $D_{\text{id}} \times K_{\text{pub}} \rightarrow I_{D_{\text{id}}},$
  - Trapdoor: $K_{\text{priv}} \times w \rightarrow T_w,$
  - Retrieve: $T_w \times K_{\text{pub}} \times I_{D_{\text{id}}} \rightarrow \{0,1\}$
Known applications

- three scientists from hitachi developed SSE based on homomorphic functions

- published Jan. 11, 2013 (recently!)

- incorporated it in BLAST (Basic Local Alignment Search Tool)
  ➔ genome analysis via the cloud possible, respecting privacy of “genome owner”

Known applications

- "Mitsubishi Electric Develops Searchable Encryption Platform Software"
  (press release in "The Wall Street Journal")

- announced July 2, 2013 (very recently!!)

- Key Features
  - 1) Robust encryption technology for secure storage in cloud services – (simple but useful access control functionality, such as group-based document sharing)
  - 2) Large data searches in 1-3 seconds, or less
  - 3) No dedicated application required in client PCs → ActiveX plug-in

- Pending patents for the technology total three in Japan and two overseas. (!)

http://online.wsj.com/article/PR-CO-20130702-913479.html
Future work

- approximate matches
  - without fuzzy query sets
Summary

- general structure of Searchable Encryption Systems
- differences in general structures of SSE and ASE
- 2 examples for SSE (both IND2-CKA)
- general ASE structure
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